We analyzed by next-generation sequencing (NGS) 67 epilepsy genes in 19 patients with different types of either isolated or syndromic epileptic disorders and in 15 controls to investigate whether a quick and cheap molecular diagnosis could be provided. The average number of nonsynonymous and splice site mutations per subject was similar in the two cohorts indicating that, even with relatively small targeted platforms, finding the disease gene is not an univocal process. Our diagnostic yield was 47% with nine cases in which we identified a very likely causative mutation. In most of them no interpretation would have been possible in absence of detailed phenotype and familial information. Seven out of 19 patients had a phenotype suggesting the involvement of a specific gene. Disease-causing mutations were found in six of these cases. Among the remaining patients, we could find a probably causative mutation only in three. None of the genes affected in the latter cases had been suspected a priori. Our protocol requires 8-10 weeks including the investigation of the parents with a cost per patient comparable to sequencing of 1-2 medium-to-large-sized genes by conventional techniques. The platform we used, although providing much less information than whole-exome or whole-genome sequencing, has the advantage that can also be run on 'benchtop' sequencers combining rapid turnaround times with higher manageability.
INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders in humans with a prevalence of 1% and a lifetime incidence of up to 3%. 1 Epilepsies present with a broad range of clinical features and their genetic causes remain unknown in the vast majority of cases, although several genes have been identified in rare Mendelian forms, either heritable or sporadic. Finding the disease genes can be challenging, as the same epileptic phenotype may be associated with several genes. A molecular diagnosis of epilepsy is important especially in a pediatric setting in order to (1) establish the recurrence risk in following pregnancies, (2) stop the diagnostic odyssey that is frequently restless for undiagnosed epilepsies, and (3) provide, at least in some cases, specific therapies. Recently, genomewide association studies revealed a few regions harboring highranking candidate genes, although these studies still necessitate further replication efforts. 2 Genomic arrays had been more successfully, as they allowed to identify several possible pathogenic copy-number variants not present in controls in about 9% of the cases. 3 Presently, high-throughput sequencing is becoming the most promising approach to improve molecular diagnosis of this condition, 4, 5 although the interpretation of the results is far from being a standardized process. 6 Indeed, next-generation sequencing (NGS) does not magically make diagnoses but typically provides a handful of possibilities requiring further studies on the function of each candidate gene. To overcome these problems, we composed a panel containing most epilepsy genes, covering several relevant phenotypes. With this NGS platform, we studied 19 index patients suffering from a range of seizures, either familial or sporadic. Although initially we performed a blind study trying to interpret the sequencing data without any knowledge of the clinical history, we then realized that no analysis was possible in absence of detailed phenotypes and familial information. This study allowed us to evaluate not only the diagnostic capability of this approach but also the cost and the time required to report the final result to the family.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient cohort
The 19 index cases ranged from few days to 4 years of age at the time of the first clinical examination. Most of them have been then followed-up for several years. This cohort has been randomly selected from patients afferent to our epileptic center for children and adolescents. All available family members have been enrolled for segregation analysis. Informed consent was obtained from each family and clinical evaluation and genetic testing were carried out in accordance with the ethics approval granted (11017C-RC2011 IRCCS C. Mondino, Diagnosis and therapy of epileptic syndromes).
In Table 1 , a brief report of each case is provided including clinical diagnosis and history, and presence of the epilepsy in relatives (family history), electroencephalograms, magnetic resonance findings, and administered antiepileptic drugs. In order to assess the diagnostic capability of our approach, we collected patients presenting with a wide range of epilepsy phenotypes: 11 are sporadic cases, whereas the remaining eight have a history of familial epilepsy. 
Control cohort
Control subjects (nine females and six males), ranging from 18 to 35 years of age, were recruited among blood donors as controls for both this and a cardiovascular study. Besides, they were requested to answer a structured general medical questionnaire with specific emphasis on neurological and cardiac symptoms, control subjects had to answer two specific questions: (1) have you ever suffered from epilepsy or seizures, and (2) have you become acquainted with any seizure disorders or EEG abnormalities present in some of your family members? Only those who answered negatively were recruited.
Platform design
A custom-designed target enrichment library for 67 genes (see Supplementary Information) has been designed by using the Agilent eArray website (https:// earray.chem.agilent.com/earray/). This library contains unique baits covering the exons, the UTRs, and the intron-exon junctions of the selected genes. The estimated base coverage of the library is 0.45 Mb (Supplementary Table 1S ). The selection was made on the basis of the following criteria: (1) genes associated with idiopathic epilepsy; (2) genes associated with syndromic epilepsy; (3) genes associated with epilepsy and cerebral malformations excluding holoprosencephaly; (4) genes that appeared to be the best candidates for epilepsy in microdeletion syndromes. Selected genes are reported in Supplementary Table 1 .
Sample preparation
DNA (5 mg) extracted from peripheral blood by standard methods were diluted in 700 ml of nebulization buffer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) and sheared using a nebulization technique (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), which breaks up DNA into pieces o500 bp, through the application of 60-70 psi (pound force per square inch) of purified air for 4 min. This process generates doublestranded DNA fragments containing 3 0 or 5 0 overhangs that were cleaned up using QIAquick spin columns (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). A quality control step on the recovered DNA was then performed using Nanodrop 1000 to quantify the DNA by a 260-nm reading and Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) to check the size of the fragments.
According to the Agilent SureSelectXT protocol, sheared DNA overhangs were end-repaired and then purified using the magnetic bead-based Agencourt AMPure XP purification system (Beckman Coulter Genomics, Brea, CA, USA). Then we performed the adding of 'A' bases to the 3 0 end of the DNA fragments and the ligation of indexing-specific paired-end adapters.
After a few cycles of PCR amplification, 500 ng of DNA from the resulting libraries were hybridized to the bait set using the SureSelectXT MP Capture Library Kit (Design no. 5190-0312931-Agilent) at 65 1C for 24 h. Hybrids capture was performed according to the manufacturer's protocol with Streptavidin-coated Dynal magnetic beads (Invitrogen). Captured samples were further purified through Agencourt AMPure XP beads and subjected to a PCR-based amplification reaction to add index tags (each is a sequence of six bases in length allowing to identify samples after pooling), accordingly to the Agilent SureSelectXT protocol. For each step of library preparation, all samples were quantified on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). We performed a multiplexed run on the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx, where nine multiple samples were sequenced in a single lane of a flow cell; number of samples to be pooled has been calculated on the basis of the enriched target's size, according to Agilent's instructions. The sample libraries from nine individuals were denatured with NaOH and loaded on a single lane of a Illumina Flowcell v4 where DNA clusters were generated through a one-step workflow (according to Illumina protocol) on the Cluster Station using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v5 (Illumina).
One percent volume of a PhiX control library (Illumina) was used as internal control and loaded in each lane of the flowcell.
The capture was considered successful if at least 99% of our target regions were covered by more than eight reads of high quality (that is a Phred-scaled mapping quality score of at least 20 for each).
Annotation and interpretation of data
Sequences for each sample were generates by Illumina software CASAVA v1.8.1. Reads were filtered by quality relying on the standard Illumina quality filter test. Reads were aligned to the most recent version of human genome (GRCh37/hg19) using BWA software package v0.6.0 7 and filtered out for PCR duplicates by Samtools v0.1.18. 8 Reads were realigned around inferred indels and their base qualities were recalibrated taking into account the context of alignment by the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) v1.6 suite. 9 SNPs and short indels were called using GATK UnifiedGenotyper module and the resulting variants were filtered using GATK Variant Filtration module and specific Perl scripts, as such variants were probably owing to alignment errors and, in general, they cannot be considered reliable variants. Several filtering constraints were also applied, such as minimum variant quality (50, Phred scaled), a minimum of five reads supporting variant, number of ambiguous mapped reads overlapping variant, neighborhood of each reliable indel or homopolymer excluding those single-nucleotide variations that overlap within.
Variants annotation was performed on the resulting data set by in-house genomic database application. Prediction tracks for each annotated variant were generated by automatic remote calling procedures to Mutation Taster 10 and Polyphen2 (version 2.2.2). 11 In order to identify potential causative mutations, we applied the so-called discrete filtering approach. 12 We first excluded synonymous out of target and UTR-overlapping variants. We then excluded the variants present in dbSNP135 and Exome Sequencing Project Databases (ESP) with a frequency higher than 1%. Moreover, we discarded variants reported in our in-house database (66 whole exomes) that were identified in at least two individuals without epilepsy or other neurological disorders.
We then took into account only variants predicted to alter the protein structure or function by at least one of the three prediction tools we used (Mutation Taster, SIFT, Polyphen2) as well as variants for which all prediction tools failed (see Supplementary Table 2S) . At the end, we excluded all variants occurring in at least three cases and/or at least two subjects of the control cohort.
We prioritized the candidate alterations on the base of the expression and function of the altered gene, the type of mutation and its effect at protein level, presence of the variant in the Human Gene Mutation Database 2012.3 (HGMD) or in the literature, the metabolic pathway involved, and obviously the clinical features of the patient/family. A manual inspection of the variants eliminated by the prediction tools filtering step allowed us to reconsider them on the base of possible correlations with the patients' phenotype. For example, this permitted reconsidering a variant of ALDH7A1, which was then ascertained as causative (see Results, case 2). The entire protocol of data analyses is illustrated in the flowchart reported in Figure 1 .
The final subset of mutations was confirmed by Sanger sequencing followed by segregation analysis in each family. Only a close collaboration with the specialist allowed us to find a specific genotype-phenotype correlation discarding those variants that were either pathogenic in recessive state in families where the condition segregated in a dominant manner or those that correlated to a neurological phenotype totally different from that of the patient. This point was taken with extreme caution as it could not be excluded, a priori, that a novel mutation might cause a totally different phenotype with respect to the ones known to be associated with the same gene. 13 Some of the remaining alterations, even if predicted damaging by at least one tool, have been discarded when they did not segregate with the epileptic phenotype in familial cases (ie, MAGI2 in case 5-A that was inherited by the healthy mother, whereas KCNQ2 was considered causative because it was inherited by the affected father).
We applied the same filtering strategies to the control cohort in order to perform a statistical test to assess whether the number of deleterious variants in cases was significantly higher than in controls. 
RESULTS
Targeted massive parallel sequencing of patient and control cohorts produced for each subject about 180 Mb of sequence, which yielded an average coverage of about 400 Â at each targeted base. On average, 96% of target bases exceeded the 15 Â coverage threshold required for confident analysis, defined as 99% power to detect a variant. We compared the number of variants per subject between patients and controls using the non-parametric statistical hypothesis test of WMW (see Supplementary Information). We did not find any significant difference between the two cohorts after filtering (Pvalue ¼ 0.4928). This might be owing to the limited number of subjects analyzed by this platform. In Table 2 , we listed all the variants remaining after the filtering and prioritization processes (ranging from one to three per subject). In bold we highlighted those variants considered as having the main effect on the patient's phenotype.
By this approach we were able to identify candidate SNVs, very likely causative of the epileptic phenotype, in nine out of 19 patients, six of which belong to subcohort A and three belonging to subcohort B (Figure 2 ). In the remaining 10 cases, we could not find any potential causative alterations even after a careful re-evaluation by manual inspection of variants filtered out. Causative mutations were validated by Sanger sequencing (data not shown). All variants thereafter reported have been submitted to Leiden Open Variation Database 3.0 (Supplementary Table 3S ).
Subcohort A Case 1-A, a female, showed a de novo transition in exon 3 of the DCX gene (NM_000555.3) leading to a nonsense mutation. The reading frame was interrupted by a premature stop codon possibly leading to nonsensemediated decay (NMD) of the mRNA as suggested by the prediction tools (Polyphen2, Mutation Taster, and SIFT). Leger et al 14 has reported the same mutation. A paternally inherited SHANK3 mutation, considered probably damaging by Polyphen2, was also present.
Case 2-A showed two mutations both in ALDH7A1 gene, one inherited from the father and the other one from the mother. The paternal allele had a transition reported in ESP (MAF 0.0077%) and HGMD (CM087549). 15 The maternal allele had a mutation occurring in intron 16, 5 bp upstream to the previous exon. This mutation was present in ESP (MAF 0.0231%) in heterozygosis and was also reported in HGMD (CS091873). 16 The intronic variant was predicted to alter the splicing by skipping of exon 16.
Case 3-A had a maternally inherited missense mutation at GPR98 gene that was predicted as damaging by one prediction tool.
Case 4-A, showed a de novo splice site mutation in the SCN1A gene. A heterozygous missense mutation of POLG, was also detected both in the patient and in his normal father. This alteration was given as damaging by prediction tools.
Case 5-A showed a 1-bp deletion, in the KCNQ2 gene creating a frame shift with a premature stop 15 codons downstream. The mutation was inherited from the father who suffered from the same type of epilepsy. A missense mutation in MAGI2, predicted as damaging and inherited from her normal mother was also present.
Case 6-A showed a de novo missense substitution in the KCNQ2 gene. Other two heterozygous missense mutations were detected in GPR98 and TBC1D24, both inherited from the normal father.
Case 7-A had two missense mutations at SCN1A and SCN1B, both predicted as damaging. SCN1A mutation was de novo, whereas SNC1B alteration was inherited from the father.
Subcohort B Case 9-B showed a 1-bp exonic duplication in the GABRG2 gene. This duplication creates a frame shift starting at codon Table 2 Selected variants after the filtering protocol. In bold are reported those variants that fulfill the criteria for disease-causing mutations: affected genes already associated with patient's phenotype, exhibit complete segregation with the disease, and are absent in healthy controls 
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Ala118 with the new reading frame ending in a stop five codons downstream. The mRNA was predicted as target for NMD by Mutation Taster. The same duplication was found in the father who suffered from the same condition. A mutation of RELN, predicted as damaging and inherited from her normal mother was also detected. Case 10-B had a heterozygous missense mutation in the GRIN2A gene inherited from his mother who showed an overlapping Figure 2 Alignments loaded on IGV 2.1(Integrative Genomics Viewer) for every causative mutation reported in bold in Table 2 . Chromosomal view has the covered 41 bp delimitated in red, followed by genomic coordinates, relative coverage for single base pair, and alignments covering 101 bp in average. At the bottom of every image the reference sequence and the corresponding amino-acid sequence are visible.
phenotype. This transversion occurred in a highly conserved nucleotide. A missense mutation in the RELN gene, predicted diseasecausing by Mutation Taster, resulted to be inherited from the normal father.
Case 13-B showed a maternally inherited missense transition in the SCN2A gene, affecting a highly conserved nucleotide and predicted to be damaging by SIFT and Mutation Taster but not by Polyphen.
Case 16-B had two missense mutations at GPR98 and GRIN2A, both predicted to be disease causing by at least one prediction tool. Both GRIN2A and GPR98 mutations were inherited from the normal father.
Case 19-B had a predicted damaging missense mutation at SCN9A, inherited from the mother. 
Control cohort variants
The examination of the 22 variants found in controls after discrete filtering revealed that only 4 of these, all heterozygous, were potentially disease causing.
In particular, we found a missense substitution p.(Gly216Ala) (c.647G4C) in CHRNA4 gene (NM_000744) in one case and a heterozygous missense mutation p.(Gly1602Ser) (c.4804G4A) in FLNA gene (NM_001110556) in a female subject. A third control subject had a mutation of UBE3A (NM_000462) (c.1735G4A, p.(Val579Met)) and a second mutation of SCN1B (NM_199037) (c.178C4T, p.(Arg60Cys)).
DISCUSSION
We used a NGS-based approach to test 67 epilepsy genes in 19 patients with different types of epilepsy. Patients had been stratified in two groups according to their neurological phenotypes. In the group A, including seven patients whose clinical features were rather suggestive for a specific syndrome, we detected a likely causative mutation in six (cases 1-A, 2-A, 4-A, 5-A, 6-A, 7-A). In the group B, including 12 patients with a phenotype not distinctive for any specific gene, we have been able to find a plausible causative mutations only in three (cases 9-B, 10-B, 13-B), whereas the remaining cases were either negative (seven cases) or had mutations whose role was unclear (cases 16-B and 19-B). These results were not unexpected and emphasize the restriction of this approach is a lack of knowledge about the functional role of most variants, resulting in a large number of variants of uncertain significance. 17 For this reason, the diagnostic yield of 47% (9/19) is quite high. The 12 cases who had at least one mutation are discussed below.
Patient 1-A had a typical clinical picture of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome and magnetic resonance imaging showed a very large double cortex overlapping with the subcortical band heterotopia syndrome. The de novo truncating mutation of DCX fits very well with her double cortex. 14 The mutation of SHANK3 was inherited from her normal father. SHANK3 alterations are causative of PhelanMcDermid syndrome 18 and are characterized by complete penetrance. Thus, we assumed that this missense mutation was likely benign.
Patient 2-A showed neonatal seizures and multifocal epileptiform discharges at EEG, which became normalized with pyridoxine. Presently the patient is 14 years old and the treatment with pyridoxine allowed a complete control of seizures with a normal psychomotor development. She had a compound heterozygous mutation for ALDH7A1. The intronic mutation would have been lost if we had disregarded all SNPs reported in public databases, whereas we have taken into consideration all the SNPs with a MAFo1%. Actually, both mutations have already been described in patients with pyridoxine-dependent epilepsy. 15, 16 The finding that her epileptic crisis ceased after pyridoxine treatment indeed demonstrated the causality of the ALDH7A1 mutations.
Patient 3-A, who was also affected by pyridoxine-dependent epilepsy, had normal IQ No mutations were detected in the candidate ALDH7A1 gene, whereas a missense mutation was present in GPR98 inherited from the normal mother. Alterations of GPR98 have been associated with familial febrile seizures and autosomal recessive or digenic dominant Usher syndrome. However, the clinical phenotype of the patient was completely different from these conditions. Our findings suggest that pyridoxine-dependent seizure does not only rely on ALDH7A1 mutations. 19 Patient 4-A had a clinical diagnosis of Dravet syndrome, so the de novo splice site mutation of SCN1A fitted well with his phenotype. [20] [21] [22] The heterozygous mutation in POLG was considered not associated with his condition because it was also present in the healthy father, whereas dominant POLG mutations are associated with adult onset progressive external ophthalmoplegia. 23 Patient 5-A had neonatal generalized tonic-clonic seizures, occurring on the second day of life, not responsive to any therapy. Seizures ceased spontaneously at the 25th day of life. Her father, who was found to carry the same mutation, had the same neonatal condition also ending at the 25th day of life. The frameshift mutation at KCNQ2 well correlated with the phenotype. 24 The mutation in MAGI2, inherited from the healthy mother, was not considered disease causing, although it was predicted as probably damaging. Haploinsufficiency for MAGI2 has been associated with hypsarrhythmia, 25 a condition different from the one we observed in this family.
Patient 6-A showed neonatal seizures since his 3rd day of life that ceased 1 month later. He then suffered from sporadic seizures episodes persisting until now (8 years old). He also presented a severe pervasive developmental disorder. The family history was negative. He had a de novo missense mutation of KCNQ2. This type of mutation has been reported in several patients with early onset epileptic encephalopathy 24, 26, 27 in contrast to frameshift or nonsense mutations that are more frequently found among patients with BFNS.
Patient 7-A was affected by generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus (GEFSP) and had normal IQ. Our investigations revealed a de novo missense mutation of SCN1A and a missense mutation of SCN1B inherited by the father. The two mutations could explain her phenotype as GEFSP is extremely heterogeneous, and both SCN1A and SCN1B are among the genes associated with this condition. 28 Patient 9-B, during her first year of life suffered from numerous febrile seizures that diminished later on. She had a frameshift mutation at GABRG2 present also in her father who suffered from febrile seizure until 5 years of age. In fact, mutations of GABRG2, either missense or truncating, cause a spectrum of seizure disorders, ranging from early-onset isolated febrile seizures to GEFSP, type 3, which represents the most severe phenotype. [29] [30] [31] The type of febrile seizures present in this patient and in her father fits well with the milder phenotype. The heterozygous mutation of RELN has not been considered as causal of her phenotype because only recessive mutations of this gene are associated with a pathogenic condition characterized by lissencephaly 32 not present in our patient who has a normal psychomotor development.
Patient 10-B showed a typical clinical and EEG's picture of benign childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes. We detected a missense mutation at GRIN2A that was also present in his mother and aunt (the sister of the mother) showing the same clinical and EEG's picture with remission of seizures in adolescence and borderline cognitive level. Our patient did not have overt seizures until the age of 7 years when rolandic epilepsy appeared. A series of mutations of this gene have been described in subjects/families with a phenotype overlapping that of our patient including learning disabilities. 33, 34 Patient 13-B had a missense mutation of SCN2A inherited from her mother. Mutations of this gene are associated with noteworthy clinical variability ranging from familial benign seizures to generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures or epileptic encephalopathy. 35 The patient presented only febrile seizures, whereas her mother had benign generalized epilepsy with absences.
Patient 16-B had an epileptic encephalopathy with severe cognitive impairment. The two missense mutations highlighted in GPR98 and GRIN2A did not seem related to his phenotype. As he was born from healthy consanguineous parents, an autosomal recessive condition has to be taken into consideration.
Finally, patient 19-B had a missense mutation of SCN9A predicted as damaging. However, mutations of this gene are usually associated with febrile seizure, GEFSP, and Dravet syndrome, 36 whereas the patient's phenotype was suggestive of an epileptic encephalopathy strongly resembling West syndrome with hypsarrhythmia, spasm, and psychomotor regression. Both his parents were healthy.
Our targeted platform was thought with the aim to provide a quick and cheap molecular diagnosis to most patients with an epileptic disorder. When we built the platform, we thought we could identify the causative mutation independently from any clinical information. In this sense we required the specialist to select the cases in a totally random way and without giving us any information about their phenotype and family history. The only request was to exclude cases with holoprosencephaly for which we have a dedicated NGS platform. Actually, the finding of multiple candidate mutations made clear that the culprit gene could be highlighted only by knowing in detail both the patient's phenotype and the family history. Moreover, predicted damaging mutations had been detected in the healthy controls as well. Eventually, in 9 of 19 patients we identified a very likely causative mutation ( Table 2 ) with most of them detected in cohort A including patients whose phenotype indeed suggested the involvement of a specific gene. Among the 12 patients owing to cohort B, affected by different types of epilepsy not suggestive for any or a single specific gene, we could find the most likely causative mutation only in three and in all of them (cases 9-B, 10-B, 13-B) the alteration could be hardly suspected a priori.
The absence of any mutation in seven patients (cases 8-B, 11-B, 12-B, 14-B, 15-B, 17-B, 18-B) indicated that alterations in many other genes not present in our platform are associated with epilepsy, stressing the high genetic heterogeneity of this disorder.
The analysis of the control cohort revealed four potentially damaging mutations in three healthy individuals. None of these variants were previously reported in HGMD. One female subject had a FLNA mutation predicted to be damaging. We could not define whether this was a benign variant rather than a really damaging mutation with incomplete penetrance as reported for females with mutation of this gene and cardiac valvular dysplasia (OMIM #314400). 37 The interpretation of the CHRNA4 mutation was also difficult as alterations of this gene can cause either nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy type 1, although with incomplete penetrance, or nightmares and other sleep disorders that are often undiagnosed. 38 Variants in SCN1B and UBE3A were identified in the same subject. As in the case of FLNA, the SCN1B mutation could be either neutral or pathological with incomplete penetrance, 28 whereas the UBE3A mutation could be either a benign variant or disease causing but inherited from the father. 39 To conclude, we were unable to interpret some of the genetic lesions we met in the control cohort, further stressing that our knowledge of genetic variants is presently limited, increasing the risk of false-positive and false-negative information. 40 If these lesions were indeed pathogenic, we should consider the hypothesis that common disease traits such as epilepsy are the result of different genetic components. In fact, the observation of deleterious mutations in 237 ion-channel genes with the same prevalence in individuals with epilepsy and control subjects suggested that, at least for these genes, the personal risk assessment in epilepsy depends more on the combination of the variants rather than specific deleterious variants. 41 The lack of enrichment of protein-disrupting ion-channel mutations in individuals with epilepsy has been confirmed by Heinzen et al. 42 These authors also demonstrated that single epilepsy-susceptibile variants identified by exome sequencing in patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (juvenile myoclonic epilepsy and absence epilepsy), although rare, were possibly real risk factors, each of them accounting for only a small fraction of individuals with epilepsy. This burden of data makes evident the complex architecture of epilepsy with genetic heterogeneity much higher than expected. It is conceivable that in the near future the collection of clinical history, EEG, and imaging will be combined with the analysis of NGS-dedicated platforms. The negative cases will be analyzed for whole exome if not for whole genome. The advantages of this approach are evident both in the immediate (consulting for risk of recurrence) and in the long run when specifically targeted treatments will be adopted.
We have been able to conclude the analysis of nine patients (the number of patients we pool in a single lane), including the enlargement of the investigation to parents, in 8-10 weeks with a cost per patient comparable to sequencing 1-2 medium-to-large-sized genes by conventional techniques, a result overlapping that reported by Lemke et al. 4 Our results suggest that using a single platform to sequence all or most of the epilepsy genes may increase the diagnostic yield. This is particularly true in absence of clinical signs suggestive for involvement of a specific gene like in three patients of our cohort. Obviously novel mutations require that their causative role is further confirmed by segregation or functional analyses. On the contrary, smaller platforms containing a limited number of genes may reduce the efficacy of the NGS-based approach, as epilepsy is extremely heterogeneous both under the genetic and phenotypic point of view. Our platform, as well as the one already described by Lemke et al, 4 has the advantage that can also be run on 'benchtop' sequencers, which forego high yields in exchange for low capital costs, small physical footprints, and more rapid turnaround times, making them far more attractive to smaller biomedical laboratories. 43 
